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Using the triangular graph T(6) it is shown that up to isomorphism any (16,6,2)-design is, 
wiquely determined by the number of ovals in it, which is 12, 28 or 60. It is shown that the: 
(l&6,2)-design with precisely 60 ovals is embeddable in a 3-(22,6,l)-design. As a consequence 
tit! clniqueness of the %(22,6,1)&sign is obtained. 
An n-arc in a symmetric (.o, k, A)-design is a set of at points no three of which 
are collinear: it is called an oval if n attains its upper bound I+ k/A. The primary 
objective of this paper is to study the pattern of ovals in a (symmf:tric) 
(16,6,2)-design. Using the idea of (Hussain)-chains, Hussain in [6] proved that up 
to &morphism there exist 3 #Ion-isomorphic (16,6,2)-designs. Our secondary aim 
is to give an altematlve proof of Hussain’s result. We would, however, like to 
emphasize that our technique is quite different from that of Hussain. In fact the 
results of this paper yield the following theorem: 
1.2 Theorem. Any (16,6,2)-design .D is uniquely determined by its set of ovals. The 
latter forms a resolvable Mesign and has precisely 12,28 or 60 ovals. 
In Section 2 we show that given any oval X in D fhe set of four points not in X 
and not on any block containing a pair of points of X is an oval. This is cailed an 
oval induced by X. We then go on to show (Proposition 2.3) that X with its 
induced ovals forms a partition of the point-set of D. In Proposition 2.4 we prove 
that if two ovals are distixt but not disjoint then the ovals induced by them are 
distinct. 
The main ideas of this paper are to be found in Section 3. Starting from a set of 
six initial blocks containing a given point 1 we define a valid triple as a set of three 
points meeting every initial block in one point. A natural corxspondence is set 
between the initial blocks and the points of D and thle vertices and ec:lges of &. 
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“Then the: valid triples are just the Mactors and the graph G on the valid triples is 
‘the triangular graph T(6). A good triple is a valid triple that is also a 3~rc. 
Clearly a good triple with 1 forms an oval f_rom which we can obtam the induced 
ovals. Conceiving T(6) as a grapk ol\, the triples we define go04 v!txtices, edges 
and triangles in a natural way. ‘?‘he find’ ‘outtime of &$&o&$ $ $@o@osition 
3.12) to show that the graph associated contains precisely one good “tri&&le or 
prekely three good triangles with a com~ti~ri vertex or all ,goocl vextiees. l[t then 
follows by” the ov&good triple ,avia&iog (Theorem 3.13) that’ D h& 12, 28 or 
60 ovals, 
In Sections 4 and 5 we use the properties of oval intersections derived in 
Section 2 and the properties of’gm and bad vertices in the associated graph 
obtained in Section 3 to constrxxt he designs with 12, 28 and 60 ovals. The 
uniquenm follows by the constructions. The most interesting case of 60 ovals is 
dealt with in Section 5. It is shown that this (16,6,2)-design can be uniquely 
embedded ia the 3-(22,6,1)_design. l%is implies the uniqueness of the 3-(22,6,1)- 
design. We would like to point out th+it the usual method of construction of this 
Witt design is the Witt-Liineburg [S] approach of extension of a pro+ctive plane 
of order 4 by ovals. 0urs is an alternative approach via the ‘nicest’ (16,6,2)- 
design. 
Throughout this paper wutne that Ll is a (“r6,6, IL)-symmeti &s&n. Following 
[4], an n-arc of D is a set of it points; no three of which are colliiear., Using [4, p. 
ll],itfoikawsthatn~l+~~~=4.A4~81Y:ofDWillbecalled~~~~ofD.Then 
the first twoparts of the following Fro@ti~ essentially follows from [4, p. 121. 
2.3, Pkpo&k. (1) Any 3-arc of D is contahed iv at most onq oval Gf D. 
(2) Any b&k of D intmec&v any orjal ie 0 or 2 points. 
(3) Su- X = {x1, *, xj, x,3 is cm 0thzl of D. Fat distinct i, j from {l, 2,3,4} 
suppaw S& is the set of pints rwt Icon.tdned ilrr X ad not tying on the two blocks 
CoMu:;“+rg Xl and 5_. Then Si* is an oval. 
I%& (St 0’). The union of the two blocks B1 and Bz containing x, and 3 and X 
contains 12 points of Lk Suppose b&j contains three points on a block B. Suppose 
B contains 4. Then B! does not contan x+ By (2), 18 contains one more point of 
X. Also, B contains one point each fr(Drn B1 -X and &-X: implying that B 
contains 7 points, a contradiction. Suppose B contains none of q,+. Then B 
contains two points ~UII from Z&.-X and &--X showing that 1BIa7, a 
contradiction. 0 
2.2 wT*% Let A::=&, &, ~3, K} be an OVA and let Sij, i # j, be the owl 
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obthed in ‘Proposition 2. l(3).. Then Si is called the oval induced by (4,x$ in X 
or simply cm mal induced by X. 
2.3,. mn. Let X = {x1, x2, x3, xJ be an oval of D and suppose i, j, if, j’ are 
distinct elements of (1,2,3,4). Therz 
(1) sij = S/ejt, 
(2) l&j n&J = 0 and S+ Sijp, Siie together with X form Q p~rtitior~ of D. 
Roof. Let S12 =- (yl, y2, y,, ~4) be the oval induced by (x,, x2). Suppose B1, B2 are 
the blocks through x1, x2 and B3, B4 are the blocks through x3, x,+ It suffices to 
show that B3, B4 do not have any vint in common with S12. Since LI, does not 
intersect B1,, B2 in X, it follows that B3 has two points each from B1 -X and 
Is2 -X. Hence IB3 n Stzl = 0 and similarly IB4 n S12) = 0. 
The proof of (2) is similar and is left to the reader. Cl 
2.4 XWpo&ion. Let S1 and S2 be two distinct ovals and let Cl and C2 be two 
ovals induced by St and S2 respectively. Then 
(1) IS, n S21 = 2 implies IC, n C21 = 0 or 2. 
(2) IS, n S,( = 1 implies IC, n C21 = 1. 
Roof. We give a proof of (2); the proof of (1) is similar. Let S1 = (1,2,3,4} and 
S2 = (1,5,6,7}. Using Proposition 2.3(l), we may assume w.1.o.g. that C1 is 
induced by (1,2). By Proposition 2.1(2), the two blocks through (1,2) intersect S2 
in two more points other than 1, say 5 and 6. Then 7 E C1. In\ oking Proposition 
2.3(l), we may assume that C2 is induced by (x, 7) where x E S2 and :r:# 7. Again 
using Proposition 2.1(2), the two blocks through (x, 7) must meet Cr in two points 
other than 7. Then it folIows that there are precisely 3 points of C1 (includin,g 7) 
which are not in C2. Hence IC, n CzI = 1. El 
3. Mm@ mm&ted wi& ~(16,6,2)-deGgn 
Let the point-set of D be P = { 1,2,3, . . . , 16). By relabeling points if necessary, 
we may assume that the number of ovals containing 1 is greater than or equal to 
the number of ovals containing X, for all x # 1. Then w.1.o.g. the six initial blocks 
with 1 can be assumed to be the folIowing: 
B1: {1,2,3,4,5,6L B,: (1,2,7,8,9.10}; 
B3: {l, 3,7,11,12,13), B,: {1,4,8,11,34,15}; 
&: (1, 5,9,12,14,16), Bg: (1,6,10,13,15,16). 
We denote this set of six initial: blocks by 48. 
3.1. D&itim. A valid triple T is a set of three elements of F = {2,3,4, . . . , 16) 
such that IBi fJ TI = 1 for i = 1,2, . . . ,6. 
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3A Ebtprk. The bloclcs of @I xan be ass@ated with .the vertices of K,, the 
complete graph on 6 vertices. Under this association the unique point-of intcidec- 
tion other than 1 of B( and & is asfaciated tith the edge joining J& and B,. 
Clearly then any valid ,triple corresponds ,to a unique l-factor of & and viceversa. 
This correspondence and the properties of & (see [4, pp. S&57]) prove the 
following Proposition. 
3.3. FMpos@m. (1) Any two d&f&t valid tipZes of D are disjoint or have just one 
p&U “in comma. 
(2), For x E p there are thee valid trr!pZes containing x. 
(3) lfn~a distinct valid aiples TX awl T‘+ intersect in x then there is no valid tr@le 
which intersects both Ti-{x) and Tz- (x}. 
(4) 7Serz are 15 valid tipZes. 
34 D&&~oD. A valid triple T is said3 to be a good triple if T is a 3-arc of D ; T 
is a 6ud tipk if it is not a good triple. A block containing a bad triple is called a 
bad Muck of l . 
33, w (1) If T is a go& triple of D then {l} U T b an oval of D. 
(2) Xf a block of D contains two distinct valid triples Tl and T2 then (T, n T21 = 0. 
(3) If T is a ~~alid tipZe contained in a (bad) block X then X- T is a bad triple. 
(4) A bad block contains precisely +WO d&joint vaZid (bad) trip&s. 
Ibyoof, Let x, y E T and suppose thex is a block B containing 1, x and y. Then 
B E a and T intersects 33 in two po&s contradicting the definition of T. Hence 
(1). For (2), suppose-x G Tl n T2 and iiet BI, I$ be two initial blocks containing x. 
Then IT, U Tzl = 5 and the block containing TI U T2 must intersect he two blocks 
containing x in two more points, a contradiction. 
(3) is easy and is left to the matielr while (4) follows from (2) and (3). q 
3.6. Gmm&wy* 77~ number of bad tziples in D is twice the number of bud blocks. 
Hence D has an owl containing 1. 
Z 7, DeMtio~ Let Tl and Tz be two distinct valid triples such that TX U T2 is 
contain& i- a block. Then T2 will be called the a~~plementary tripre of T,; we 
denote this by T2 = TI. 
In Definition 3.7 notice that if T2 = PI then Tl U ‘jY, is a block and 1 TI n Tzl = 0. 
3.8. We now define a graph G = G(D) whose vertices are the valid triples of D. 
J’wo vertices TI and T2 are jointed 8 1 Tl n.T,l= 1. It is then easy to see that G, 
the associated graph of D is the triangular graph T(6) *.vhich is uniquely defined 
by its parameters as a strongly reguhxr graph (see [45 p. 191). We use the standard 
parameters PiI and P:l introduced by Bose. 
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3.9. lIle&itfon. A vertex of G(D) is called a good vertex if the corresponding 
valid triple of D is good; a bud vertex is defined similarly. An edge joining 
two good vertices is a good edge while a good triangle is a ttiangle with all the 
edges good. Finally, a very good vertex is a good vertex with all thle adjacent 
vertices good. 
3.lO.R@10sitk. (1) Let T and T’ be unjoined good l)ertices in G arul let TIT T2, 
TB be the three vertices joined to both T and T’ (recialZ the parameter Pf, of G). If Tl 
is bud then TX = T2 or T3. Further if T2 = Fl then T3 is a good vertex. 
(2) Suppose Y& = T2 and let T be a good vertex joined to Tl. Then T is also joined 
to Tz. 
proof, The proof is based on the oval-block intersection pattern and the use of 
Proposition 2.1(2). We wiU prove the second part of Proposition 3.10; the first 
part is left to the reader. Since {l} U T is an ova,1 and since the block Tl U T2 = B 
meets it in at least one point, B meets it in two points. But then IT, f7 TI = 1 and 
1 Tl fl T,( = 0 force (T2 n Tl = 1. Hence T is joined to T2. 0 
3.11, propOg&i~~~ (1) There exists a good edge in G. 
(2) Let Tl*l> be a good edge in G and let T3 be pined to both Tl and T;. Then T3 
is good. Hence there exists a good triangle in G.. 
prsof, By Corollary 3.6 there exists a good vertex, say T. Let q, i = 1,2,3, . . . ,6 
be the six vertices adjacent to T (recall the properties of T(6) again). We want to 
show that one of these six vertices is good which will prove (1). Suppose all Ti’S 
are bad. By Proposiiion 3.10 (2) these vertices are paired. So assume that TI = T2, 
Fs = T4 and T5 = T6. Clearly Tl is not joined to both TB and T4 for otherwise we 
get two triangIes containing the edge TT,. On the other hand, she block Ipla W Tz 
must intersect the block T3 U T4 in two points. It follows that w.l.!o.g we may 
assume that Tr is joined to TS and Tz is joined to (i.e. intersects) T4. But then the 
edge TT.‘. must determine a triangle TT;Ti where # 1,2,3,4, since TTi deter- 
mines a unique triangle (recall that Pi 1 = 1). 27” Ts is a triangle, i.e., TS and T6 
have a common point which is clearly a contradiction to T5 = T6. Hence (1). 
Consider (2). By (1) there exists a good edge TlT2. Let T3 be the unique vertex 
joined to both TX and T2, If T3 was bad then T= Ts for some Tf Tl, T2. RI& then 
by Proposition 3.20(2) T is also jolined to Tz and T2. This contradicts the fact that 
Pi, = 1. Hence T3 is good proving (2). Cl 
S12. h~podtb. (1) Let T be a vertex of G adjacent to ‘&, i = 1,2,3, . . . ,6 and 
let mlT2 and Ilrr,T, be good triangles. Then, rTI’+ST, is also a good triangle. Hence 
T is a very good vertex. 
(2) If there are at least 4 good vertices in G then G has a very gaod vertex. 
proof, Suppose 7’S is bad. Then by Proposi”,ion 3.10(2) T, is a vertex adjacent o 
-7’. Smce ‘& is bad T5 # Ti for i = 1,2,13,4 which implies $ = T&. But then TsTe is 
an @etge, i.e., IsT5 n T6) = 1 is a contradiction to Proposition 3.5. Hew. \Ts and T6 
are both good which proves ,(l) n 
Consider (2).By-FropositionC3.f.1(2) there exists a good triangle say IWl Tz in 
G. By our @stkptio~ &me is 8 gwd vertex T’ not on this1 t.rian@e. If T’ is 
adjacent o T then TT’ is also a good edge. Using Propos%on 3.11(2) the unique 
vertex T” adjacent o both T and T’ iti &O gooc9. But then 77’1T2 aud 7’7”T” a~ 
both good triangles. .Hence by using (I) of this proposition, T is a very good 
vertex. 
The same argument holds if 7” is adjacent to T1 OT .T2, so let T’ be unjoined to 
all of 7, Tl and T2. Then by Proposition 3.10(l) there exists a good vertex T3 
joined to both T and T’ and’by our assumption Ts # T,, T,. Since TX’.. is a good 
edge, by Roposr’tiou 3.11(2) the unique vertex T4 joined to T and T3 is also good 
implying that 7T-T, and T&T, m two good Mangles. clearly Td # Tp, T2 since 
Pfr = 1. Now using (1) of this p&position, T is a very good vertex. 
(3) follows from Proposition 3.11(2). Finally consider (4). Suppose T is a very 
good vertex &jacent to x, i= 1,2,3, . . . , 6, and T, be a good vertex not joined to 
7’. Suppose there exists a bad vertex S aud let U = S. Since S and T are unjoined 
there are three vertim say T,, T2, 7; adjacent o both S and T. Since T,, T,, T3 
we all good, ushg Proposition 3.10(2), U is also joined to TI, Tz and T3. If S 
(respectively U) was jomed to T, then by mposition 3.10 U (respectively S) 
would also be adjacent o T,. But then S and U are both adjacent o Tl, T& T3 
and T7, a contradiction to P& = 3. Hence neither S nor U is adjacent o T,. Since 
the valence of S and U is 6, and since there is no vertex other than T,, S;, T3 
joined to both S and U it follows that G has at least 8-k 2+ 3 + 3 = 16 vertices, a 
contradiction. Hence ali the vertices of G are good. El 
3A.3. T$eonm. All (16,6,2)-designs can be cfa;csijkd into the f’ollcwhg thee 
-kMes: 
W ,‘,-+n~ with ptzisely 3 goad tripfes and hersre 12 mals. 
(2) Desigrds with pi&&y fgmd tripIes and lmtce 28 ovals, 
(3) h&s with dgd triples and hence maxinmn possible number (i.e. 60) of 
mats. 
Proof. Suppose M is an oval of a. (16,6,2)-design D with 41) as the .&t six initial 
blocks. Let Ad contain 1 and write’ I’= M-(l). Since M is an oval, ‘I” contains at 
most one point from each block of 9. But ITi = 3 implies that T contains precisely 
one point from each Yock of 9. Hence T is a valid triple. But then T is good 
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since it is a 3-arc. Hence there are as many good triples as the nu&ber of ovals 
containing 1. Let T,, T2, T3, . . . , Tt be the set of all the good triples of 1). Then 
x = T,U{l} is an (oval containing 1. Using Proposition 2.3(2), Xr induces 3 ovals 
and using Proposition 2.4 all the induceo ovals are distinct. Hence we obtain 4t 
ovals, each oval induced by Xi. Suppose there is some oval Y not covered in this 
counting. Then k’ can not contain 1 for otherwise Y = Xi for some i. Let y E Y. 
Then there are t ovals containing y that are induced by Xi’s (recall Proposition 
2.3(2)) and hence we obtain f + 1 ovals cctltaining y. But there are only t ovals 
containing 1, Thii.s contradicts the initital assumption that the number of ovals 
contain;ng y is less than or equal to the number of ovals containing 1. Hence any 
oval Y of D is either some X or is induced by some Xi. Then it is clear that there 
are precisely 4t ovals in D. 
It now foIlows that the number of ovals containing any point x is equal to the 
number of ovals containing 1 which is equal to the number of good triples of D. 
Since G has either 3, 7 or 15 good triples by Proposition 3.12, D has either 12, 
28 or 60 ovals. U 
4. 5’& existence! and lrnigrreness ofi &&as with Z2 and 2%1 ovaIs 
As in .Section 3 we assume that the set of six initial blocks containing 1 is $33. By 
Proposition 3.11(2) G has a good triangle and by Theorem 3.13 D has at least 12 
ovals. We construct a design with 12 ovals as follows. Let w.1.o.g. the unique good 
triangle T/&T3 be T1 = (2,11,16}, T2= (2,12,15) and Ts =(2,13,1& The re- 
maining 12 vahd triples are all bad and are paired in 6 bad blocks by Proposition 
3.5(4). We indicate how to construct a bad block. Consider a bad ttipie, say 
{3,8,16} = T4. Let F4 = Ts. Since Tl is a good triple adjacent to T4 by Proposition 
3.10(2), TI is also adjacent to Ts. Since the only valid triples containing 2 are 
Tl, Tz, 3; it i.; clear that 2 6 T.‘.. Also 16 6 Ts since 1 T4 n T,I = 0. Hence 1 I E Ts. 
Looking at the set of valid triples containing 11, we find that T’ is either 
{5,10,11) or {6,9,11}. 
Cuse 1. T,=(5,10,11). Then the 7th block is (3,s;. 16,5,10,11} and the 
remaining 5 bad blocks can be uniquely completed ;by combining the remaining 
bad triples as follows: 
(3,9,15,6,8,12), (3,10,14,4,9,~3L 
{4,7,16,6,9,11), {4,10,12,5,7,15). (58, 13,6,7* 14). ___I_ -. 
Here we have underlined the bad triples. Finally, the 4 remaining blocks can be 
uniquely found by simple counting arguments such as the occurrences of pairs. 
They are 
(2,3,7,14,15,161, (2,4,8,12,13,16L 
(2,5,9,11,13,15), (2,6,10,11,12,14}. 
9.iit@ blocks :as well -8~6 tk ~mtmiihhg?& b!ocrtis nGmiiia4 triples can be 
uniquely -wFitten ‘as in Case 1. I[t is also eI@y to see that under the permutation 
(56) (9 10) (12 13) (14 1s) the design in Ca&e 1 changes to the design in Case 2. 
Hence a (16,6,2)-&sign with 12 ovak is ~ta@c? UP to iiwJJ2Qq$d@P2. 
We nb~! turn our attention. to a+ design with 28 ovals. I& %hmrem 3.13 this 
corresponds to ?having a unique. very go@ vertex ,m the graph G. Let w.1.o.g. 
T = {2,1X, 16) be the un&ue very good vertex, 27ae reader can list the remaining 
6 good triples, joined to, T and< 8 -bad triples. nut j&n@ to T, Wr; will indica$e how 
to w the complementary{ Mple of the bad @ipie TI = {3,9,15}. Let T2 = 5;. 
Since Tg = {2,12, :l5}x is joined to T,, :($3 is good, Since Ta is joined to TI, by 
Proposition X10(2), T3 is al so joined to T* Clearly 24 Tz, for otherwise Tz would 
be joined to T r implying that - Tz is good, a ~wutradietion. &so 15 4 T2 for 
othe&se T2 is joined to T4, a~rzontradiction- o. Tg = Ts. Hence 12 e T* Looking at 
the three triples containing 12 we see &at T2 is {6,8,12) or {4s 10,121 and 
Tz # {2,12,15) since it is bad. Since the good triple T' = (6,10,11} is not joined 
to T,, by Proposition 3.10(l), T’ is not joined bo T2 implying that 10 $ T2. Hence: 
Tz = {6,8,12]. Analogous arguments apply to the other 3 bad blocks and simple 
pair wunting arguments work for the remaining 6 blocks. These blocks are 
(3,9,15,6, g, 121, 13,109 14,5,8,13), 
{4,9,13,6%, 
{3,16,2,7,14,15), 
{4,10,12,, 5,7,153_, 
(3,16,11,4,9, lo), 
~2,4,8,12,13,161, (5,6,7,% 11,161, 
I2,5,9,%‘3L, 13,151, {z, 6,10,1 l> 12,14}. 
Here the first 4 are bad blocks md as before we have underlined the bad triples. 
It follows immediately that a (16,6,2)-design with 28 ooakr is unique up tQ 
iSOJViOJphiSJJ3. I 
‘- this section w,- show, by construction that there exists a unique (16,6,2)- 
&$gn witn 60 ovals and that such a design is +xnbeddable in a Wit&design 
3-(22,6, I). 
5.1. Construction alad uniqmss 
The set of fust 6 initial blocks conraining 1 is %I as before. Here all the valid 
triples are good and they give I5 ovals (maxii~um possible number) wntaining 1. 
These together with their induced ovals obtain a set of 60 ovals. Consider the pair 
(:2,3), T& pair occurred in B1 and hence occm on some other block, say B,. We 
look at the ovals containing (2,3). The* are {2,+3,8, ll}, {2,3,9,12} and 
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{2,3,10,13). Using Proposition 2.%(2), it follows that B, can not contain 
8,9,10,11,12,13. Further (B, M&( = 2 implies that none of 1,4,5,6 is in B,. 
Hence the block B, is (2,3,7,14,15,16). Similar arguments apply to all the other 
blocks and thus the PO blocks not in 48 are 
G&3,7,14,15,161, (2,4,8,12,13,16), 
{2,5,9,11,13,19), {2,6,10,11,12,14}, 
(394 9,11,16), (3,5,8,10,12,15), 
{3,6,&g, 13,141, {4,5,7,lO, 13,141, 
(4,6,7,9,12,15), (5,6,7,8,11,16}. 
From this construction it is clear that a (16,6,2)-design with 60 ovals is unique 
up to isomorphism. 
5.2. coroBcug. (Hussain [6n. Up to isomorphism there exist precisely 3 (16,6,2)- 
&Signs. 
Proof. Cite the results of Section 4 and 5.1. El 
5.3. propoapition. Let D be a (16,6,2)-design with 60 ouals. Co,nsider the inci- 
dence structure E on the same point-set whose blocks are all the ovals of D. Then E 
is a resolvable 2-design with parameters v = 16, b = 60, r = 15, k = 4 and A = 3. 
Proof. The parameters v, b, r, k are clear. Let (x, y) be any point-pair. Since the 
two blocks containing (x, y) consume 10 points it is clear that any oval containing 
(x, y) contains two of the remaining six pcints. By Proposition 2.1(l), any pair of 
distinct ovals containing (x, y) has no other point in common. Hence there are at 
most 612 = 3 ovals containing (x, y;. Counting the triples (x, y, X) with x, y E X, 
xf y in E we see that this number is 60 .6 = 360. The number of point-pairs 
(x, y) in E is 120 and each pair is on at most 3 blocks of E. It follows that any 
point-pair is on precisely 3 blocks of E and hence A = 3. Finally tlhe resolvability 
follows from Proposition 2.3(2), v = 15 for E and Proposition 2.4. 13 
Let D be the (16,6,2)-design with 60 ovals and let E be its oval design as ir. 
Proposition 5.3. Let A = (aI, a2, a3, a4, as, a6} be a set of 6 new points not in D. 
Define the triangular graph G = T(6) on the unordered point-pairs of A. Since 
T(6) is unique, we can obtain a natural one-to-one correspondence between 
(good) triples of D and point-pairs of A. By what we discussed so far, any block 
corresponds to a unique good triple. Add the corresponding point-pair (a,, ai) to 
that block. Finally make a ‘new’ block of 6 points of A to obtain an incidence 
structure W on 22 points and 77 blocks with k = 6. We claim that W is a 3- 
(22,6, I)-design. To this end, it suffices to show that any three points of W occur 
on precisely one block of W. There are several cases. We consider a few of them. 
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